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Goals 

n  Introduce WebAssign in Calculus I classes here at Trinity to 
improve student learning.  

n  Design an efficient new way of using our undergraduate 
graders. 

n  Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of the online tool 
vs. the traditional way of human grading. 

n  Share the results with my colleagues so that they can take 
advantage of the benefits of this system.  
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Implementation of WebAssign  

n  Online homework/extra-practice assignments 
n  Graded automatically and immediately 

n  Three trials per question 

n  Students get instant feedback on their performance 

n  Can assign problems to each student that are similar, but for 
example have different numeric content 
n  I still encouraged students to work together to understand the 

material 

n  WebAssign gradebook, resources and announcement/
message features 
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Sample problem 

Solution 
(available after 
the due date): 
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My Setting 
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Benefits for Students 
n  Easy to get started using WebAssign 

n  Immediate feedback (Right/Wrong) for each HW question 

n  Online technical support available anytime.  

n  Multiple ways to get extra help 
n  Links to the relevant eBook sections 

n  Hints/tips, videos and online step-by-step tutorials 

n  Practice similar questions 

n  WebAssign helps to develop an effective and efficient 
learning environment outside of the classroom 

n  Most students liked the e-book 
n  Saved them money compared with the printed book 
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Benefits for Instructors 
n  More flexibility compared with using undergraduate graders 

n  Can analyze class trends and generate a report of each 
student’s scores and responses 

n  Create an interactive student-centered learning atmosphere 
n  I used Anywhere-Turning- Technologies clickers in my class in 

combination with multiple-choice/true-false questions from 
WebAssign 

n  Increase my organization and efficiency as an instructor 
n  I created in-class quizzes based on analysis of what students 

struggled with on the previous assignment 
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Analysis Trend 
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Benefits for Graders 

n  WebAssign freed my grader (who was an undergraduate 
student with a math minor this semester) from grading tons of 
written homework assignments to instead allow him to focus 
on grading short quizzes 

n  Reduced volume of grading makes it easier to finish on time 
and provide detailed comments to students 

n  I also asked the grader to check problems in which the 
students needed to present detailed work on deriving 
formulas or proofs 
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Some Disadvantages & Solutions 
n  Students need to learn how to use a toolbox to enter symbols 

such as Greek letters, etc. 
n  The first assigned HW is “Introduction to WebAssign” to help 

students become familiar with the system. 

n  If internet service is disrupted, no one can access the web-
based service 
n  In these cases, I granted due-date extensions 

n  Online system cannot check a student’s line of reasoning and 
intermediate steps in the same way that a human grader can 
n  I reinforced good reasoning methods through regular quizzes and 

the way I worked on the examples during lecture 
n  Students were told that the grader and I would grade their 

quizzes, tests and final exams based on their approach and 
reasoning, not just the final answers 
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Summary 
n  In Spring 2013 I introduced an online homework and grading 

tool called WebAssign in my Calculus I classes 
n  Such tools offer numerous advantages to instructors, graders and 

students 

n  I compared the grades and student survey responses for my 
WebAssign semester and a “traditional” semester 
n  Student performance from WebAssign semester was demonstrably 

higher 
n  Student feedback was overwhelmingly positive about the online tool 

n  I would recommend such online tools to enhance teaching and 
learning for instructors in mathematics as well as other 
disciplines 


